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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a system that

enables subscribers to receive only a required data, and

to see and read easily the received data and that can

reduce the data transmission amount and the storage

capacity.

SOLUTION: The system is an electronic information

transmission system distributing news published by a

plurality of newspaper companies to a plurality of

subscribers, and has a news database 34 that stores the

news published, a subscriber database 37 that stores

data to select required news for each subscriber, an

editing processor 41 that searches for the required news

stored in the news database 34 based upon a selection

criterion and edits them, an individual news database 38

that stores the edited news for each subscriber, and a data transmission processor 33 that

transmits the news stored in the individual news database 38.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1-This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]An electronic intelligence distribution system characterized by comprising the

following for distributing electronic intelligence to two or more users.

An information database in which electronic intelligence acquired is stored.

A selection information storing means which stores selection information for choosing required

information out of electronic intelligence about each user.

An editing means which retrieves and edits required information about each user using said

selection information out of information stored in said information database.

A user compilation information storing means which stores edited information for every user,

and a transmitting means which transmits information stored in said user compilation

information storing means to each user via a network.

[Claim 2]A keyword which a means to give a keyword to electronic intelligence stored in said

information database was formed, and a user chose as said selection information is contained,

and said editing means, The electronic intelligence distribution system according to claim 1

into which required information is retrieved and edited out of information stored in said

information database based on a keyword contained in said selection information.

[Claim 3]An electronic intelligence distribution system characterized by comprising the

following for distributing information from newspapers published from two or more newspaper

publishing companies to two or more users.

A newspaper database in which published information from newspapers is stored.

A selection information storing means which stores selection information for choosing required

information from newspapers out of information from newspapers about each user.

An editing means which searches and edits required information from newspapers about each

user using said selection information out of information from newspapers stored in said
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newspaper database.

A user compilation information storing means which stores edited information from

newspapers for every user, and a transmitting means which transmits information from

newspapers stored in said user compilation information storing means to each user via a

network.

[Claim 4]The electronic intelligence distribution system according to claim 3 which space

information for choosing newspaper publishing company information for choosing a newspaper

publishing company and newspaper space as said selection information is included, and is

constituted so that information from newspapers which needs said editing means may be

edited for said every space information.

[Claim 5]A keyword which a means to give a keyword to information from newspapers stored

in said newspaper database was formed, and a user chose as said selection information is

contained, and said editing means, While searching required information from newspapers out

of information from newspapers stored in said newspaper database based on a keyword

contained in said selection information, The electronic intelligence distribution system

according to claim 4 into which searched information from newspapers is edited as clipping

information other than each space information edited for said every space information.

[Claim 6]From a newspaper publishing company, it is formed by news flash database in which

news flash information published is stored, and about said information from newspapers. The

electronic intelligence distribution system according to any one of claims 3 to 5 which transmits

to a user in a time zone beforehand provided in 2 times of every morning and evening on the

day, and transmits to a user immediately about newly published news flash information.

[Claim 7]From two or more newspaper publishing companies, are information from

newspapers published an electronic intelligence distribution system for distributing to two or

more users, and An information-from-newspapers host system, Have two or more user

terminals which were connected to said information-from-newspapers host system via a

network, and were installed under each user, and said information-from-newspapers host

system, A newspaper database in which published information from newspapers is stored, and

a selection information storing means which stores selection information for choosing required

information from newspapers out of information from newspapers about each user, An editing

means which searches and edits required information from newspapers about each user using

said selection information out of information from newspapers stored in said newspaper

database, A user compilation information storing means which stores edited information from

newspapers for every user, Have a transmitting means which transmits information from

newspapers stored in said user compilation information storing means to each user terminal

via a network, and said user terminal, An electronic intelligence distribution system which has
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memory storage which stores information from newspapers received from said information-

from-newspapers host system, and a display which displays information from newspapers

stored in said memory storage, and is characterized by things.

[Claim 8]The electronic intelligence distribution system according to claim 7 with which that is

displayed on said display when said information from newspapers is displayed on a display of

said user terminal for every space and news flash information is newly received.

[Claim 9]Processing which stores information from newspapers published from a newspaper

publishing company by being the recording medium with which a program for realizing an

electronic intelligence distribution system for distributing information from newspapers

published to two or more users was stored in a newspaper database, Processing which stores

selection information for choosing required information from newspapers out of information

from newspapers in a selection information storing means about each user, Processing which

searches and edits required information from newspapers about each user using said selection

information out of information from newspapers stored in said newspaper database,

Processing which stores edited information from newspapers in a user compilation information

storing means for every user, A recording medium which recorded a program for making a

computer perform processing which transmits information from newspapers stored in said user

compilation information storing means to each user via a network and in which computer

reading is possible.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the electronic intelligence distribution system for

distributing the information from newspapers especially published from two or more newspaper

publishing companies to two or more users about an electronic intelligence distribution system

and a recording medium.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Conventionally, a newspaper is delivered by each user

(subscriber) in the time zone when every morning and evening was decided. There are the 1st

page, the general news page, the financial page, etc. in a newspaper, and it finds out into a big

headline, respectively, and is edited using the subtitle etc. The user can read a newspaper by

the detail doubled with the convenience of its time.

[0003]Now, a newspaper is electronized and the system distributed to a user via a network is

proposed (JP,H8-256174,A). In this conventional system, the information from newspapers by

which composition processing was carried out is changed into the electronic newspaper

information of a format suitable for electronic transmission and an inspection, and is distributed

to a user via a communications satellite, a broadcasting satellite, terrestrial broadcasting, or

CATV. In a user, the received electronic newspaper information is first displayed on a display

surface with low magnification. If there is a report to wish, it will be made to display with high

magnification. With an input device, an electronic newspaper can be ****(ed) with the feeling

same with ****(ing) a paper newspaper by operating a page substitute, scrolling, zoom, or a

clipping.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]ln the conventional electronic-newspaper-

information system described above, after changing the signal into electronic newspaper
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information paying attention to the information from newspapers by which composition

processing was carried out being an electrical signal, it transmits to each user using various

transmission media.

[0005]However, according to it, each user of what can **** information from newspapers with

user-friendliness with the user near a paper newspaper needs to choose required information

or information to read from all the received information from newspapers.

[0006]Since the area of the display surface of a display is restricted, even if it is a case where

the method of presentation is devised how, compared with the case where a paper newspaper

is opened, the list nature is usually inferior. Therefore, it is not easy to choose information

required out of information from newspapers similar to a newspaper side on a display surface.

[0007]Although the user can acquire all the information from newspapers and required

information can be chosen by spending many hours from the inside, Since the information

which is not required will also be received, there is also a problem that the data volume

memorized in the terminal unit of the data volume transmitted and a user increases

superfluously.

[0008]This invention was made in view of the above-mentioned problem, and only the

information which a user needs can be received, It is easy to **** the information received in

the user, and it aims at providing the electronic intelligence distribution system and recording

medium which can reduce the transmission quantity and the storage capacity of data.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem]An information database in which a system concerning an

invention of Claim 1 stores electronic intelligence acquired, A selection information storing

means which stores selection information for choosing required information out of electronic

intelligence about each user, An editing means which retrieves and edits required information

about each user using said selection information out of information stored in said information

database, It has a user compilation information storing means which stores edited information

for every user, and a transmitting means which transmits information stored in said user

compilation information storing means to each user via a network, and is constituted.

[001 0]A keyword which a means to give a keyword to electronic intelligence stored in an

information database was formed if needed, and a user chose as said selection information is

contained. An editing means retrieves and edits required information out of information stored

in said information database based on a keyword contained in said selection information.

[0011]When an electronic intelligence distribution system is applied to an electronic

newspaper, information from newspapers is used as electronic intelligence. In that case, an

editing means is constituted so that information from newspapers may be edited for every

space information. When it searches based on a keyword, searched information from

newspapers is edited as clipping information other than each space information. A news flash
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database in which news flash information published from a newspaper publishing company is

stored is formed, and it transmits to a user in a time zone beforehand provided in 2 times of

every morning and evening on the day about information from newspapers, and transmits to a

user immediately about newly published news flash information.

[001 2]A user terminal is provided with the following.

Memory storage which stores information from newspapers received from an information-from-

newspapers host system.

A display which displays information from newspapers stored in memory storage.

When information from newspapers is displayed on a display of a user terminal for every

space and news flash information is newly received, that is displayed on a display.

[0013]An electronic intelligence distribution system concerning this invention is realized using

various computers or devices of a personal computer, a workstation, a general purpose

computer, mobile computing devices, and others, for example. A program for realizing an

electronic intelligence distribution system concerning this invention is stored in recording

media, such as semiconductor memory, a hard disk, CD-ROM, a floppy (registered trademark)

disk, or a magneto-optical disc. Loading of the program stored in a recording medium is carried

out timely on main memory, and it is executed by a processing unit. In that case, drive devices,

such as a CD-ROM drive, a floppy disk drive, or a Magnetic-Optical disk drive, are used if

needed. When a recording medium is formed in a server connected with communication lines,

such as a network, via a communication line, a program is read in a server or it downloads. A
program can be supplied so that it may operate under various OS's, a platform, system

environment, or a network environment.

[0014]

[Embodiment of the lnvention]The example which applied the electronic intelligence

distribution system to the electronic newspaper system below is explained.

[0015]Drawing 1 is a block diagram showing the composition of the electronic newspaper

system 1 concerning this invention. The electronic newspaper system 1 consists of the

information-from-newspapers host system 3, the press systems 4a and 4b, 4c--, the

advertising company system 5, the user terminals 6a and 6b, 6c- and network NW1 that

connects them, NW2, etc. in drawing 1 .

[0016]The whole or part may be pointed out, respectively and the press systems 4a and 4b,

4c-- and the user terminals 6a and 6b, and 6c-- may be indicated to be the "press system 4" or

the "user terminal 6." The same may be said of others. Two or more advertising company

systems 5 may also be formed. The information-from-newspapers host system 3 may also be

distributed and formed in two or more parts.

[0017]The information-from-newspapers host system 3 is installed in the building founded, for

example as an electronic newspaper company. The information-from-newspapers host system
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3, On the scheduler 31, the data acquisition processing part 32, the data distribution treating

part 33, the newspaper data storage parts store 34, the news flash data storage part 35, the

advertisement data storage parts store 36, the individual contract data storage part 37, the

individual newspaper data storage parts store 38, and the day The editing processing part 41,

the past editing processing part 42, And it consists of the keyword generation part 43 etc.

[0018]Newspaper database DB34 to the news flash data storage part 35 at the newspaper

data storage parts store 34 news flash database DB35, Individual contract data base DB37 is

provided in the individual contract data storage part 37, and individual newspaper database

DB38 is provided for advertisement database DB36 in the individual newspaper data storage

parts store 38 at the advertisement data storage parts store 36, respectively.

[0019]The data acquisition processing part 32 communicates between the press system 4 and

the advertising company system 5, and acquires required information-from-newspapers SBS,

the news flash information SHS, and the advertisement data KUK. In that case, according to

the timing directions from the scheduler 31 , a subsequent data demand is transmitted to the

paper company system 4, and information-from-newspapers SBS is received from the paper

company system 4. However, when transmitting preparation of information-from-newspapers

SBS is completed in the press system 4, without being based on the timing directions from the

scheduler 31 , it may be made to transmit from the press system 4.

[0020]The news flash information SHS is transmitted from information-from-newspapers SBS,

when the news flash information SHS arises in the press system 4. However, it asks from the

information-from-newspapers host system 3 with a predetermined cycle to the press system 4,

and when there is the new news flash information SHS, it may be made to transmit it for

example.

[0021 ]The data distribution treating part 33 communicates between the information-from-

newspapers host system 3 and the user terminal 6, and transmits the individual information

from newspapers KSB to each user terminal 6. In that case, a seizing signal is transmitted to

the user terminal 6, for example according to the timing directions from the scheduler 31. The

user terminal 6 starts the application for reception, etc., and makes the preparations for

reception. If the receiving preparation of the user terminal 6 is completed, a transmission

notice will be taken out from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 to the user

terminal 6, and if a ready-for-receiving ability signal comes on the contrary from the user

terminal 6, the individual information from newspapers KSB will be transmitted. To the user

terminal 6 which was not able to transmit the individual information from newspapers KSB, a

download request is performed from the user terminal 6 to the information-from-newspapers

host system 3 after that, and the individual information from newspapers KSB is transmitted

from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 corresponding to this.

[0022]After always performing a download request from each user terminal 6 to the
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information-from-newspapers host system 3, it may be made to transmit the individual

information from newspapers KSB. What is necessary is to perform a download request from

mobile computing devices, and just to enter a password etc., when a user acquires the

individual information from newspapers KSB from outside using mobile computing devices etc.

[0023]When receiving the individual information from newspapers KSB in mobile computing

devices, Information is divided into the size which can be displayed by mobile computing

devices, and it may be made to download, and may be made for the article information

corresponding to the title which only title information downloaded previously and the user

chose to download each time.

[0024]The data of individual contract data D371-3 transmitted to the information-from-

newspapers host system 3 from the user terminal 6 and others, instructions, etc. are received,

and the data distribution treating part 33 can be memorized or changed for required

processing.

[0025]Newspaper publishing company database DB41A, B, and C- are provided in the paper

company system 4, and the information from newspapers SBSa and SBSb which A newspaper

publishing company, B newspaper publishing company, and C newspaper publishing company

~ etc. created, and SBSc- are stored in it, respectively.

[0026]The advertising company system 5 is equipped with advertising company database

DB51 which memorized much advertisement data KUK of the company which provides an

advertisement, or the individual. The user terminal 6 is equipped with the processing unit 61

,

the display 62, the memory storage 63, etc. Newspaper file DB61 , news flash file DB62, etc.

are stored in the memory storage 63.

[0027]A personal computer, a dedicated terminal, or the terminal unit of combination can be

used for the user terminal 6, for example. It is also possible to use various mobile computing

devices including a portable telephone.

[0028]As network NW1, a dedicated line or a public line is used, for example. As network

NW2, a public line, a dedicated line, a CATV network, or the Internet is used. The thing
[
using

a part for all ] is also possible for any case in the wireless circuit using the wire circuit by wire

or an optical fiber, an electric wave, infrared rays, etc.

[0029]The figure in which drawing 2 shows newspaper publishing company database DB41,

the figure in which drawing 3 shows newspaper database DB34, The figure in which the figure,

drawing 5 , or drawing 7 which drawing 4 shows news flash database DB35 shows some of

data D371 stored in individual contract data base DB37 - contents of three, respectively, The

figure in which drawing 8 shows individual newspaper database DB38, the figure in which

drawing 9 shows the example of newspaper screen HG1 displayed on the display surface of

the display 62, The figure showing the example of news flash window HG2 as which drawing
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10 is displayed when news flash information is transmitted to the user terminal 6, and drawing

11 are the figures showing the example of newspaper subscription application screen HG3

displayed on the display surface of the display 62.

[0030]As shown in drawing 2
,
information-from-newspapers SBS stored in newspaper

publishing company database DB41 is summarized for every space SMN like 1st page SMN1,

general news page SMN2, and financial page SMN3. As the space (or column) SMN, there are

a political front, a comprehensive field, an international aspect, a sports page, a program side,

an editorial page, readers' other voice sides, etc.

[0031 ]A big headline and a picture like a subtitle, the text and a photograph, or an illustration

which acts as Izuru Nakami are summarized in each space SMN about each report KJD like

the report 1 , the report 2, and report 3 --. A sound etc. may be added to this.

[0032]Although the one report KJD, the one space SMN, or one information-from-newspapers

SBS may be stored in one database or a file, it does not necessarily need to be physically

stored in one storage. For example, only the address of the link destination is stored in the

same file about a picture, and the contents of a picture may exist on other storages specified in

the address. The same may be said of others.

[0033]Information-from-newspapers SBS is created according to the morning paper and

evening paper of a day in which a newspaper is published. Information-from-newspapers SBS

stored newspaper publishing company database DB41 is transmitted to the information-from-

newspapers host system 3 in the time zone when every morning and evening was set

beforehand.

[0034]At a paper company, although the graphic display was omitted, when news flash is

published, the news flash information SHS which data-ized it is stored in newspaper publishing

company database DB41, and is immediately transmitted to the information-from-newspapers

host system 3 after that.

[0035]ln drawing 3 , the information from newspapers SBK of the paper company is stored in

newspaper database DB34 of a paper company. The information from newspapers SBK

consists of information-from-newspapers SBS sent from a newspaper publishing company,

and the keyword KW about each of that report KJD.

[0036]Information-from-newspapers SBS is the same as what is transmitted from the paper

company system 4. The keyword KW is generated by the keyword generation part 43

corresponding to the contents of each report KJD.

[0037]lt is possible to use various methods as a generation method of the keyword KW. For

example, what is necessary is just to choose the keyword KW from the words used for the text

or the title of the report KJD. It may choose from the keywords KW registered beforehand.

[0038]ln drawing 4 , the news flash information SHS sent from the paper company is stored in

news flash database DB35 as it is. The stored news flash information SHS is immediately
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transmitted to the user who contracted in accordance with the contractual coverage

memorized by the individual contract data storage part 37.

[0039]The individual contract data D371 consists of the membership number KIB, the

contractor code KYC, the password PWD, newspaper contract code SKC about each paper,

clipping contract code CKC, the distribution high limit setting HJS, the news flash reception

necessity SUY, etc. in drawing 5 .

[0040]The membership number KIB is a number uniquely given to the member who can

receive the predetermined service including the newspaper subscription by the electronic

newspaper system 1 . The contractor code KYC is a code uniquely given to the member who

applied for the newspaper subscription by the electronic newspaper system 1 . The password

PWD is given if needed to the member to whom the contractor code KYC was given.

[0041 ]A newspaper contract code, B newspaper contract code SKC, etc. are codes which

show that it applied for subscription of A newspaper, B newspaper, etc., respectively. The

clipping contract code CKC is a code which shows that it applied for the distribution service of

the report searched by the keyword KW. When having applied for subscription of each paper,

or distribution of the report by the keyword KW, the information which shows that it is the

newspaper name or clipping contract the code which shows those each paper, for example

was set to "1", or a contract of was made is registered.

[0042]The distribution high limit setting HJS is for setting up the upper limit of the data volume,

when the information from newspapers SBK etc. are transmitted to the user terminal 6. The

data exceeding the set-up upper limit is not transmitted. The news flash reception necessity

SUY is a code which shows that it applied for subscription of the news flash information SHS.

[0043]ln drawing 6 , the individual contract data D372 sets up the detailed contents about the

set-up newspaper contract code SKC in the individual contract data D371 shown in drawing 5 .

The individual contract data D372 consists of the contractor code KYC, the newspaper

contract code SKC, space contract code TSM, etc.

[0044]Space contract code TSM is information which shows which space he wishes to the

information from newspapers SBK of the newspaper publishing company concerned. That is,

about the information from newspapers SBK, users are not the all, and can specify and make a

contract of space like the 1st page, the general news page, and the financial side. A user

specifies the space to wish. The specified space is registered as space contract code TSM.

[0045]ln drawing 7 , in the individual contract data D371 shown in drawing 5 , the individual

contract data D373 sets up the detailed contents, when the clipping contract code CKC is set

up. The individual contract data D373 consists of the contractor code KYC, the clipping

contract code CKC, the keyword TKW, etc.

[0046]As the keyword TKW, two or more words which a user wishes can be registered with the

logic which applies them. In the example of drawing 7 , a "new product", the "electrical and
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electric equipment", a "household appliance", and a "stock price" are chosen as a word, and it

is set up search the title and the text of each report KJD with the logic of a "new product" and

("electrical-and-electric-equipment" or a "household appliance"), or a "stock price", and extract

the hit report KJD in it.

[0047]ln drawing 8 , the individual information from newspapers KSB stored in individual

newspaper database DB38 edits the information from newspapers which was searched by the

editing processing part 41 out of newspaper database DB34 on the day, and was extracted for

every user along with the individual contract data D371 - 3.

[0048]As for the individual information from newspapers KSB, whenever edit is performed

every day at every morning and evening, the new individual information from newspapers KSB

is written in, and the old individual information from newspapers KSB is eliminated. That is,

only the individual information from newspapers KSB of a draft is written in individual

newspaper database DB38. Therefore, the capacity of individual newspaper database DB38 is

reduced.

[0049]That is, the individual information from newspapers KSB contains the report KJD about

the newspaper publishing company which contracted, respectively about the space SMN and

the clipping plane CKN a contract of was made about each user.

[0050]The report KJD of the related newspaper publishing company which contracted for every

report is arranged at each space SMN. That is, by analyzing and comparing a title etc. about

the report KJD contained in the one space SMN, the relevance of those reports KJD is

detected, and it is collectively arranged by the report with the relation published by each paper.

[0051]ln the example of drawing 8 , it is supposed that the report 1 of A newspaper publishing

company and the report 1 of B newspaper publishing company are related, and they are

arranged one by one.Also about the report 2, it is supposed that the report 2 of A newspaper

publishing company and the report 2 of B newspaper publishing company are related, and they

are arranged one by one.

[0052]Also in the clipping plane CKN, the report KJD of the newspaper publishing company

which contracted for every report is arranged like the space SMN. In each space SMN and the

clipping plane CKN, the advertisement data KUK which is different for every space,

respectively is arranged. By arranging the advertisement data KUK to a user's individual

information from newspapers KSB, an electronic newspaper company collects the charge of

advertising printing from an advertising company.

[0053]Newspaper screen HG1 shown in drawing 9 is displayed based on newspaper file DB61

and news flash file DB62 which were stored in the user terminal 6. That is, the individual

information from newspapers KSB transmitted to the user terminal 6 concerned from the

information-from-newspapers host system 3 is stored in newspaper file DB61 . When having
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applied subscription of the news flash information SHS, the news flash information SHS

transmitted from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 is stored in news flash file

DB62. These individual information from newspapers KSB and the news flash information SHS
are displayed as newspaper screen HG1.

[0054]ln drawing 9 , a tag attaches newspaper screen HG1 to each space SMN, it is displayed

on it, and the report KJD of each space SMN is displayed by clicking each tag. Each report

KJD is found out into a big headline, and is arranged in order of a subtitle and the text at a

display surface. The report KJD is arranged in order of the individual information from

newspapers KSB shown in drawing 8 , and is displayed.

[0055]About a picture, it is displayed by clicking the image mark displayed there. However, the

reduced version of a picture may be displayed. In each space SMN, all the required reports

KJD can be displayed by scrolling a screen. When the sound is contained in information-from-

newspapers SBS, it is emitted from the loudspeaker which the sound does not illustrate.

[0056]Based on the advertisement data KUK, advertising KUK1 is displayed on the position in

the newspaper screen HG1. Advertising KUK1 differ for every space SMN. It does not move,

even when a screen is scrolled.

[0057]While displaying the arbitrary space SMN, when the news flash information SHS enters,

news flash window HG2 shown in drawing 10 is displayed in the center of the screen. By this,

the user can know easily that the news flash information SHS entered. If the OK button of

news flash window HG2 is clicked, a news flash side will be displayed and the news flash

information SHS will be displayed there.

[0058]News flash window HG2 is displayed [ when other arbitrary screens are displayed, and
]

when the user terminal 6 is started, and the news flash information SHS enters. What is

necessary is just to click the tag of news flash in drawing 9 to see the news flash information

SHS.

[0059]Thus, the user can **** information-from-newspapers SBS and the news flash

information SHS on the display surface of the user terminal 6. And since information-from-

newspapers SBS displayed is a thing about the space SMN which the user itself chose, a

newspaper publishing company, or the keyword KW, unnecessary information is excluded and

only information required for a user is displayed.

[0060]Therefore, it is not necessary to choose required information like before, and the user

can know information required of a short time. The data volume of the individual information

from newspapers KSB transmitted from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 is

reduced, and the transmission quantity of data and the data volume of newspaper file DB61 in

the user terminal 6 are reduced.

[0061]Even if a user is from the place in which the user terminal 6 is not installed, he can ****

individual information from newspapers KSB using a portable telephone, mobile computing
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devices, etc. It is possible to find out to mobile computing devices, to display a chisel in that

case, and to make it transmit to the facsimile of the number which specifies the text

corresponding to it about the title which the user specified on the screen.

[0062]As shown in drawing 1

1

, it is possible to display newspaper subscription application

screen HG3 on the display surface of the display 62, and to input the individual contract data

D371 - 3 into it from on the screen.

[0063]ln drawing 1

1

, by newspaper subscription application screen HG3, since the column of

the membership number KIB and the name NME is displayed, a user inputs, respectively. In

the column of a newspaper publishing company and space, the newspaper and the space

SMN which a user wishes, respectively are inputted in order, respectively, and additional

button BT1 1 is clicked. The entry content is reflected in the column of a contract state by this.

In deleting an unnecessary newspaper or space from the column of a contract state, it is

inputted into the column of a newspaper publishing company and space, and it clicks deletion

button BT12. The contents displayed on the column of the contract state show the newspaper

and space which wish to subscribe, and are registered as the newspaper contract code SKC

and space contract code TSM.

[0064]When performing a clipping contract, the keyword expected of the column of the

keyword KW is inputted, and additional button BT13 is clicked. Required logical symbols are

inputted. The entry content is reflected in the column of a contract state by this. The contents

displayed on the column of the contract state are registered as the keyword TKW.

[0065]ln wishing subscription of news flash, it inputs "he wishs" into the column of news flash

subscription, the case where reception of the individual information from newspapers KSB is

wished except a house - the column of reception existence other than a house - "- owner" is

inputted. In that case, the suitable password for the column of a password is entered and set

up.

[0066]After the contractor code KYC applies for newspaper subscription, it is given from the

information-from-newspapers host system 3 to the user concerned. Although the graphic

display was omitted, the contract of newspaper subscription can be performed per Japanese,

per Japanese, cancellation is also performed and a change can also be made. Only a morning

paper can also perform the contract of only an evening paper. The contract which makes only

a text, i.e., a picture, unnecessary by conditions of contract is also possible. It is possible to

perform a time designated contract, and in that case, the information-from-newspapers host

system 3 creates the individual information from newspapers KSB at the specified time, and

transmits to the user terminal 6 of the user concerned.

[0067]Thus, from newspaper subscription application screen HG3 displayed on the user

terminal 6, easily, the application of newspaper subscription is performed and the user can

make a change of contractual coverage etc.
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[0068]However, it replaces with such newspaper subscription application screen HG3, and

may be made to put in a check to the newspaper publishing company and space which display

the name of a paper company, and the space name about a paper company in list, and wish

for them.

[0069]An application and change of newspaper subscription can be made also by filling in

space and sending by mail or a facsimile only from the display surface of the user terminal 6.

[0070]The user can operate the user terminal 6, can input the column (field) of readers' voice

to a paper company, a scoop photograph, a report, etc., and can transmit it to the information-

from-newspapers host system 3. The information-from-newspapers host system 3 which

received them is distributed and transmitted to a paper company if needed. By this, the

newspaper publishing company can receive the contribution from a user, and can total a user's

claim or a request.

[0071 ]The user can demand the past information from newspapers SBK. In that case, a

required matter is inputted from the user terminal 6, and it transmits to the information-from-

newspapers host system 3. Based on the transmitted contents, the past editing processing

part 42 searches the information from newspapers SBK out of newspaper database DB34,

extracts required information, and transmits the information-from-newspapers host system 3 to

the user terminal 6 concerned.

[0072]The expense accompanying a user's newspaper subscription is charged directly to a

user's predetermined account timely according to contractual coverage. It is also possible to

perform to on-line pull down.

[0Q73]Drawing 12 is a figure showing the gestalt of recording-medium ST of the program for

realizing the electronic newspaper system 1 concerning this invention. Such a program is

installed in any one of the information-from-newspapers host system 3, the press system 4, or

the user terminals 6, or those two or more. Drawing 1

2

shows processing unit PS of an install

destination.

[0074]Main memory, RAM which were provided in processing unit PS as shown in drawing 12
,

Memory storage STAs, such as ROM or a hard disk, CD-ROM, Circuit point medium STCs,

such as a server or DASD tied with portable medium STBs, such as a floppy disk or a

magneto-optical disc, a network, or communication line STD, are available as a recording-

medium ST.

[0075]When recording-medium ST is portable medium STB, a program is read by the drive

device corresponding to the kind of portable medium STB, and is stored in memory storage

STA of processing unit PS, or loading is carried out on main memory, and it is executed. When

recording-medium ST is circuit point medium STC, a program is downloaded to memory

storage STA via communication line STD, or is transmitted timely and executed. A program

can be supplied so that it may operate under various OS's, a platform, system environment, or
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a network environment.

[0076]ln the embodiment described above, it is possible to use various communications

protocols for communication between the information-from-newspapers host system 3, the

user terminal 6, or the press system 4. A personal computer, a workstation, a general purpose

computer, other various computers, or a device can be used as the information-from-

newspapers host system 3, the press system 4, the advertising company system 5, and the

user terminal 6. The contents of the whole electronic newspaper system 1 or the composition

of each part, the number, a database, or data or arrangement order and the contents of

processing, an order or timing, the contents of Screen HG, etc. can be suitably changed in

accordance with the meaning of this invention.

[0077]This invention is applicable not only to distribution of information from newspapers but

distribution of other various information.

[0078]

[Effect of the lnvention]According to this invention, it is easy to
**** the information which the

user could receive only required information and received in the user. The transmission

quantity and the storage capacity of data are mitigable.

[0079]According to Claim 2 and the invention of 5, the information from newspapers for which

a user wishes can be extracted more correctly.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[Field of the lnvention]This invention relates to the electronic intelligence distribution system for

distributing the information from newspapers especially published from two or more newspaper

publishing companies to two or more users about an electronic intelligence distribution system

and a recording medium.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

PRIOR ART

[Description of the Prior Art]Conventionally, a newspaper is delivered by each user

(subscriber) in the time zone when every morning and evening was decided. There are the 1st

page, the general news page, the financial page, etc. in a newspaper, and it finds out into a big

headline, respectively, and is edited using the subtitle etc. The user can read a newspaper by

the detail doubled with the convenience of its time.

[0003]Now, a newspaper is electronized and the system distributed to a user via a network is

proposed (JP,H8-256174,A). In this conventional system, the information from newspapers by

which composition processing was carried out is changed into the electronic newspaper

information of a format suitable for electronic transmission and an inspection, and is distributed

to a user via a communications satellite, a broadcasting satellite, terrestrial broadcasting, or

CATV. In a user, the received electronic newspaper information is first displayed on a display

surface with low magnification. If there is a report to wish, it will be made to display with high

magnification. With an input device, an electronic newspaper can be ****(ed) with the feeling

same with ****(ing) a paper newspaper by operating a page substitute, scrolling, zoom, or a

clipping.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

EFFECT OF THE INVENTION

[Effect of the lnvention]According to this invention, it is easy to
**** the information which the

user could receive only required information and received in the user. The transmission

quantity and the storage capacity of data are mitigable.

[0079]According to Claim 2 and the invention of 5, the information from newspapers for which

a user wishes can be extracted more correctly.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the lnvention]ln the conventional electronic-newspaper-

information system described above, after changing the signal into electronic newspaper

information paying attention to the information from newspapers by which composition

processing was carried out being an electrical signal, it transmits to each user using various

transmission media.

[0005]However, according to it, each user of what can **** information from newspapers with

user-friendliness with the user near a paper newspaper needs to choose required information

or information to read from all the received information from newspapers.

[0006]Since the area of the display surface of a display is restricted, even if it is a case where

the method of presentation is devised how, compared with the case where a paper newspaper

is opened, the list nature is usually inferior. Therefore, it is not easy to choose information

required out of information from newspapers similar to a newspaper side on a display surface.

[0007]Although the user can acquire all the information from newspapers and required

information can be chosen by spending many hours from the inside, Since the information

which is not required will also be received, there is also a problem that the data volume

memorized in the terminal unit of the data volume transmitted and a user increases

superfluously.

[0008]This invention was made in view of the above-mentioned problem, and only the

information which a user needs can be received, It is easy to **** the information received in

the user, and it aims at providing the electronic intelligence distribution system and recording

medium which can reduce the transmission quantity and the storage capacity of data.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

MEANS

[Means for Solving the Problem]An information database in which a system concerning an

invention of Claim 1 stores electronic intelligence acquired, A selection information storing

means which stores selection information for choosing required information out of electronic

intelligence about each user, An editing means which retrieves and edits required information

about each user using said selection information out of information stored in said information

database, It has a user compilation information storing means which stores edited information

for every user, and a transmitting means which transmits information stored in said user

compilation information storing means to each user via a network, and is constituted.

[001 0]A keyword which a means to give a keyword to electronic intelligence stored in an

information database was formed if needed, and a user chose as said selection information is

contained. An editing means retrieves and edits required information out of information stored

in said information database based on a keyword contained in said selection information.

[0011]When an electronic intelligence distribution system is applied to an electronic

newspaper, information from newspapers is used as electronic intelligence. In that case, an

editing means is constituted so that information from newspapers may be edited for every

space information. When it searches based on a keyword, searched information from

newspapers is edited as clipping information other than each space information. A news flash

database in which news flash information published from a newspaper publishing company is

stored is formed, and it transmits to a user in a time zone beforehand provided in 2 times of

every morning and evening on the day about information from newspapers, and transmits to a

user immediately about newly published news flash information.

[001 2]A user terminal is provided with the following.

Memory storage which stores information from newspapers received from an information-from-

newspapers host system.

A display which displays information from newspapers stored in memory storage.
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When information from newspapers is displayed on a display of a user terminal for every

space and news flash information is newly received, that is displayed on a display.

[0013]An electronic intelligence distribution system concerning this invention is realized using

various computers or devices of a personal computer, a workstation, a general purpose

computer, mobile computing devices, and others, for example. A program for realizing an

electronic intelligence distribution system concerning this invention is stored in recording

media, such as semiconductor memory, a hard disk, CD-ROM, a floppy (registered trademark)

disk, or a magneto-optical disc. Loading of the program stored in a recording medium is carried

out timely on main memory, and it is executed by a processing unit. In that case, drive devices,

such as a CD-ROM drive, a floppy disk drive, or a Magnetic-Optical disk drive, are used if

needed. When a recording medium is formed in a server connected with communication lines,

such as a network, via a communication line, a program is read in a server or it downloads. A

program can be supplied so that it may operate under various OS's, a platform, system

environment, or a network environment.

[0014]

[Embodiment of the InventionJThe example which applied the electronic intelligence

distribution system to the electronic newspaper system below is explained.

[001 5]Drawing 1 is a block diagram showing the composition of the electronic newspaper

system 1 concerning this invention. The electronic newspaper system 1 consists of the

information-from-newspapers host system 3, the press systems 4a and 4b, 4c-, the

advertising company system 5, the user terminals 6a and 6b, 6c- and network NW1 that

connects them, NW2, etc. in drawing 1 .

[0016]The whole or part may be pointed out, respectively and the press systems 4a and 4b,

4c- and the user terminals 6a and 6b, and 6c- may be indicated to be the "press system 4" or

the "user terminal 6." The same may be said of others. Two or more advertising company

systems 5 may also be formed. The information-from-newspapers host system 3 may also be

distributed and formed in two or more parts.

[0017]The information-from-newspapers host system 3 is installed in the building founded, for

example as an electronic newspaper company. The information-from-newspapers host system

3, On the scheduler 31 , the data acquisition processing part 32, the data distribution treating

part 33, the newspaper data storage parts store 34, the news flash data storage part 35, the

advertisement data storage parts store 36, the individual contract data storage part 37, the

individual newspaper data storage parts store 38, and the day The editing processing part 41

,

the past editing processing part 42, And it consists of the keyword generation part 43 etc.

[0018]Newspaper database DB34 to the news flash data storage part 35 at the newspaper

data storage parts store 34 news flash database DB35, Individual contract data base DB37 is

provided in the individual contract data storage part 37, and individual newspaper database
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1

DB38 is provided for advertisement database DB36 in the individual newspaper data storage

parts store 38 at the advertisement data storage parts store 36, respectively.

[0019]The data acquisition processing part 32 communicates between the press system 4 and

the advertising company system 5, and acquires required information-from-newspapers SBS,

the news flash information SHS, and the advertisement data KUK. In that case, according to

the timing directions from the scheduler 31, a subsequent data demand is transmitted to the

paper company system 4, and information-from-newspapers SBS is received from the paper

company system 4. However, when transmitting preparation of information-from-newspapers

SBS is completed in the press system 4, without being based on the timing directions from the

scheduler 31, it may be made to transmit from the press system 4.

[0020]The news flash information SHS is transmitted from information-from-newspapers SBS,

when the news flash information SHS arises in the press system 4. However, it asks from the

information-from-newspapers host system 3 with a predetermined cycle to the press system 4,

and when there is the new news flash information SHS, it may be made to transmit it for

example.

[0021 ]The data distribution treating part 33 communicates between the information-from-

newspapers host system 3 and the user terminal 6, and transmits the individual information

from newspapers KSB to each user terminal 6. In that case, a seizing signal is transmitted to

the user terminal 6, for example according to the timing directions from the scheduler 31 . The

user terminal 6 starts the application for reception, etc., and makes the preparations for

reception. If the receiving preparation of the user terminal 6 is completed, a transmission

notice will be taken out from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 to the user

terminal 6, and if a ready-for-receiving ability signal comes on the contrary from the user

terminal 6, the individual information from newspapers KSB will be transmitted. To the user

terminal 6 which was not able to transmit the individual information from newspapers KSB, a

download request is performed from the user terminal 6 to the information-from-newspapers

host system 3 after that, and the individual information from newspapers KSB is transmitted

from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 corresponding to this.

[0022]After always performing a download request from each user terminal 6 to the

information-from-newspapers host system 3, it may be made to transmit the individual

information from newspapers KSB. What is necessary is to perform a download request from

mobile computing devices, and just to enter a password etc., when a user acquires the

individual information from newspapers KSB from outside using mobile computing devices etc.

[0023]When receiving the individual information from newspapers KSB in mobile computing

devices, Information is divided into the size which can be displayed by mobile computing

devices, and it may be made to download, and may be made for the article information
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corresponding to the title which only title information downloaded previously and the user

chose to download each time.

[0024]The data of individual contract data D371-3 transmitted to the information-from-

newspapers host system 3 from the user terminal 6 and others, instructions, etc. are received,

and the data distribution treating part 33 can be memorized or changed for required

processing.

[0025]Newspaper publishing company database DB41A, B, and C- are provided in the paper

company system 4, and the information from newspapers SBSa and SBSb which A newspaper

publishing company, B newspaper publishing company, and C newspaper publishing company

~ etc. created, and SBSc- are stored in it, respectively.

[0026]The advertising company system 5 is equipped with advertising company database

DB51 which memorized much advertisement data KUK of the company which provides an

advertisement, or the individual. The user terminal 6 is equipped with the processing unit 61

,

the display 62, the memory storage 63, etc. Newspaper file DB61 , news flash file DB62, etc.

are stored in the memory storage 63.

[0027]A personal computer, a dedicated terminal, or the terminal unit of combination can be

used for the user terminal 6, for example. It is also possible to use various mobile computing

devices including a portable telephone.

[0028]As network NW1, a dedicated line or a public line is used, for example. As network

NW2, a public line, a dedicated line, a CATV network, or the Internet is used. The thing
[
using

a part for all ] is also possible for any case in the wireless circuit using the wire circuit by wire

or an optical fiber, an electric wave, infrared rays, etc.

[0029]The figure in which drawing 2 shows newspaper publishing company database DB41,

the figure in which drawing 3 shows newspaper database DB34, The figure in which the figure,

drawing 5 , or drawing 7 which drawing 4 shows news flash database DB35 shows some of

data D371 stored in individual contract data base DB37 - contents of three, respectively, The

figure in which drawing 8 shows individual newspaper database DB38, the figure in which

drawing 9 shows the example of newspaper screen HG1 displayed on the display surface of

the display 62, The figure showing the example of news flash window HG2 as which drawing

10 is displayed when news flash information is transmitted to the user terminal 6, and drawing

11 are the figures showing the example of newspaper subscription application screen HG3

displayed on the display surface of the display 62.

[0030]As shown in drawing 2 , information-from-newspapers SBS stored in newspaper

publishing company database DB41 is summarized for every space SMN like 1st page SMN1,

general news page SMN2, and financial page SMN3. As the space (or column) SMN, there are

a political front, a comprehensive field, an international aspect, a sports page, a program side,

an editorial page, readers' other voice sides, etc.
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[0031 ]A big headline and a picture like a subtitle, the text and a photograph, or an illustration

which acts as Izuru Nakami are summarized in each space SMN about each report KJD like

the report 1 , the report 2, and report 3 --. A sound etc. may be added to this.

[0032]Although the one report KJD, the one space SMN, or one information-from-newspapers

SBS may be stored in one database or a file, it does not necessarily need to be physically

stored in one storage. For example, only the address of the link destination is stored in the

same file about a picture, and the contents of a picture may exist on other storages specified in

the address. The same may be said of others.

[0033]lnformation-from-newspapers SBS is created according to the morning paper and

evening paper of a day in which a newspaper is published. Information-from-newspapers SBS

stored newspaper publishing company database DB41 is transmitted to the information-from-

newspapers host system 3 in the time zone when every morning and evening was set

beforehand.

[0034]At a paper company, although the graphic display was omitted, when news flash is

published, the news flash information SHS which data-ized it is stored in newspaper publishing

company database DB41 , and is immediately transmitted to the information-from-newspapers

host system 3 after that.

[0035]ln drawing 3 , the information from newspapers SBK of the paper company is stored in

newspaper database DB34 of a paper company. The information from newspapers SBK

consists of information-from-newspapers SBS sent from a newspaper publishing company,

and the keyword KW about each of that report KJD.

[0036]Information-from-newspapers SBS is the same as what is transmitted from the paper

company system 4. The keyword KW is generated by the keyword generation part 43

corresponding to the contents of each report KJD.

[0037]lt is possible to use various methods as a generation method of the keyword KW. For

example, what is necessary is just to choose the keyword KW from the words used for the text

or the title of the report KJD. It may choose from the keywords KW registered beforehand.

[0038]ln drawing 4 , the news flash information SHS sent from the paper company is stored in

news flash database DB35 as it is. The stored news flash information SHS is immediately

transmitted to the user who contracted in accordance with the contractual coverage

memorized by the individual contract data storage part 37.

[0039]The individual contract data D371 consists of the membership number KIB, the

contractor code KYC, the password PWD, newspaper contract code SKC about each paper,

clipping contract code CKC, the distribution high limit setting HJS, the news flash reception

necessity SUY, etc. in drawing 5 .

[0040]The membership number KIB is a number uniquely given to the member who can

receive the predetermined service including the newspaper subscription by the electronic
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newspaper system 1 . The contractor code KYC is a code uniquely given to the member who

applied for the newspaper subscription by the electronic newspaper system 1 . The password

PWD is given if needed to the member to whom the contractor code KYC was given.

[0041 ]A newspaper contract code, B newspaper contract code SKC, etc. are codes which

show that it applied for subscription of A newspaper, B newspaper, etc., respectively. The

clipping contract code CKC is a code which shows that it applied for the distribution service of

the report searched by the keyword KW. When having applied for subscription of each paper,

or distribution of the report by the keyword KW, the information which shows that it is the

newspaper name or clipping contract the code which shows those each paper, for example

was set to "1", or a contract of was made is registered.

[0042]The distribution high limit setting HJS is for setting up the upper limit of the data volume,

when the information from newspapers SBK etc. are transmitted to the user terminal 6. The

data exceeding the set-up upper limit is not transmitted. The news flash reception necessity

SUY is a code which shows that it applied for subscription of the news flash information SHS.

[0043]ln drawing 6 , the individual contract data D372 sets up the detailed contents about the

set-up newspaper contract code SKC in the individual contract data D371 shown in drawing 5 .

The individual contract data D372 consists of the contractor code KYC, the newspaper

contract code SKC, space contract code TSM, etc.

[0044]Space contract code TSM is information which shows which space he wishes to the

information from newspapers SBK of the newspaper publishing company concerned. That is,

about the information from newspapers SBK, users are not the all, and can specify and make a

contract of space like the 1st page, the general news page, and the financial side. A user

specifies the space to wish. The specified space is registered as space contract code TSM.

[0045]ln drawing 7 , in the individual contract data D371 shown in drawing 5 , the individual

contract data D373 sets up the detailed contents, when the clipping contract code CKC is set

up. The individual contract data D373 consists of the contractor code KYC, the clipping

contract code CKC, the keyword TKW, etc.

[0046]As the keyword TKW, two or more words which a user wishes can be registered with the

logic which applies them. In the example of drawing 7 , a "new product", the "electrical and

electric equipment", a "household appliance", and a "stock price" are chosen as a word, and it

is set up search the title and the text of each report KJD with the logic of a "new product" and

("electrical-and-electric-equipment" or a "household appliance"), or a "stock price", and extract

the hit report KJD in it.

[0047]ln drawing 8 , the individual information from newspapers KSB stored in individual

newspaper database DB38 edits the information from newspapers which was searched by the

editing processing part 41 out of newspaper database DB34 on the day, and was extracted for

every user along with the individual contract data D371 - 3.
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[0048]As for the individual information from newspapers KSB, whenever edit is performed

every day at every morning and evening, the new individual information from newspapers KSB

is written in, and the old individual information from newspapers KSB is eliminated. That is,

only the individual information from newspapers KSB of a draft is written in individual

newspaper database DB38. Therefore, the capacity of individual newspaper database DB38 is

reduced.

[0049]That is, the individual information from newspapers KSB contains the report KJD about

the newspaper publishing company which contracted, respectively about the space SMN and

the clipping plane CKN a contract of was made about each user.

[0050]The report KJD of the related newspaper publishing company which contracted for every

report is arranged at each space SMN. That is, by analyzing and comparing a title etc. about

the report KJD contained in the one space SMN, the relevance of those reports KJD is

detected, and it is collectively arranged by the report with the relation published by each paper.

[0051 ]ln the example of drawing 8 , it is supposed that the report 1 of A newspaper publishing

company and the report 1 of B newspaper publishing company are related, and they are

arranged one by one.Also about the report 2, it is supposed that the report 2 of A newspaper

publishing company and the report 2 of B newspaper publishing company are related, and they

are arranged one by one.

[0052]Also in the clipping plane CKN, the report KJD of the newspaper publishing company

which contracted for every report is arranged like the space SMN. In each space SMN and the

clipping plane CKN, the advertisement data KUK which is different for every space,

respectively is arranged. By arranging the advertisement data KUK to a user's individual

information from newspapers KSB, an electronic newspaper company collects the charge of

advertising printing from an advertising company.

[0053]Newspaper screen HG1 shown in drawing 9 is displayed based on newspaper file DB61

and news flash file DB62 which were stored in the user terminal 6. That is, the individual

information from newspapers KSB transmitted to the user terminal 6 concerned from the

information-from-newspapers host system 3 is stored in newspaper file DB61 . When having

applied subscription of the news flash information SHS, the news flash information SHS

transmitted from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 is stored in news flash file

DB62. These individual information from newspapers KSB and the news flash information SHS

are displayed as newspaper screen HG1

.

[0054]ln drawing 9 , a tag attaches newspaper screen HG1 to each space SMN, it is displayed

on it, and the report KJD of each space SMN is displayed by clicking each tag. Each report

KJD is found out into a big headline, and is arranged in order of a subtitle and the text at a

display surface. The report KJD is arranged in order of the individual information from

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje?atw_u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww4.ip. . . 5/1 0/20 1
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newspapers KSB shown in drawing 8 , and is displayed.

[0055]About a picture, it is displayed by clicking the image mark displayed there. However, the

reduced version of a picture may be displayed. In each space SMN, all the required reports

KJD can be displayed by scrolling a screen. When the sound is contained in information-from-

newspapers SBS, it is emitted from the loudspeaker which the sound does not illustrate.

[0056]Based on the advertisement data KUK, advertising KUK1 is displayed on the position in

the newspaper screen HG1 . Advertising KUK1 differ for every space SMN. It does not move,

even when a screen is scrolled.

[0057]While displaying the arbitrary space SMN, when the news flash information SHS enters,

news flash window HG2 shown in drawing 10 is displayed in the center of the screen. By this,

the user can know easily that the news flash information SHS entered. If the OK button of

news flash window HG2 is clicked, a news flash side will be displayed and the news flash

information SHS will be displayed there.

[0058]News flash window HG2 is displayed [ when other arbitrary screens are displayed, and
]

when the user terminal 6 is started, and the news flash information SHS enters. What is

necessary is just to click the tag of news flash in drawing 9 to see the news flash information

SHS.

[0059]Thus, the user can **** information-from-newspapers SBS and the news flash

information SHS on the display surface of the user terminal 6. And since information-from-

newspapers SBS displayed is a thing about the space SMN which the user itself chose, a

newspaper publishing company, or the keyword KW, unnecessary information is excluded and

only information required for a user is displayed.

[0060]Therefore, it is not necessary to choose required information like before, and the user

can know information required of a short time. The data volume of the individual information

from newspapers KSB transmitted from the information-from-newspapers host system 3 is

reduced, and the transmission quantity of data and the data volume of newspaper file DB61 in

the user terminal 6 are reduced.

[0061]Even if a user is from the place in which the user terminal 6 is not installed, he can ****

individual information from newspapers KSB using a portable telephone, mobile computing

devices, etc. It is possible to find out to mobile computing devices, to display a chisel in that

case, and to make it transmit to the facsimile of the number which specifies the text

corresponding to it about the title which the user specified on the screen.

[0062]As shown in drawing 1

1

, it is possible to display newspaper subscription application

screen HG3 on the display surface of the display 62, and to input the individual contract data

D371 - 3 into it from on the screen.

[0063]ln drawing 1

1

,
by newspaper subscription application screen HG3, since the column of

the membership number KIB and the name NME is displayed, a user inputs, respectively. In

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-b^ 5/10/2010
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the column of a newspaper publishing company and space, the newspaper and the space

SMN which a user wishes, respectively are inputted in order, respectively, and additional

button BT1 1 is clicked. The entry content is reflected in the column of a contract state by this.

In deleting an unnecessary newspaper or space from the column of a contract state, it is

inputted into the column of a newspaper publishing company and space, and it clicks deletion

button BT12. The contents displayed on the column of the contract state show the newspaper

and space which wish to subscribe, and are registered as the newspaper contract code SKC

and space contract code TSM.

[0064]When performing a clipping contract, the keyword expected of the column of the

keyword KW is inputted, and additional button BT13 is clicked. Required logical symbols are

inputted. The entry content is reflected in the column of a contract state by this. The contents

displayed on the column of the contract state are registered as the keyword TKW.

[0065]ln wishing subscription of news flash, it inputs "he wishs" into the column of news flash

subscription, the case where reception of the individual information from newspapers KSB is

wished except a house ~ the column of reception existence other than a house ~ "- owner" is

inputted. In that case, the suitable password for the column of a password is entered and set

up.

[0066]After the contractor code KYC applies for newspaper subscription, it is given from the

information-from-newspapers host system 3 to the user concerned. Although the graphic

display was omitted, the contract of newspaper subscription can be performed per Japanese,

per Japanese, cancellation is also performed and a change can also be made. Only a morning

paper can also perform the contract of only an evening paper. The contract which makes only

a text, i.e., a picture, unnecessary by conditions of contract is also possible. It is possible to

perform a time designated contract, and in that case, the information-from-newspapers host

system 3 creates the individual information from newspapers KSB at the specified time, and

transmits to the user terminal 6 of the user concerned.

[0067]Thus, from newspaper subscription application screen HG3 displayed on the user

terminal 6, easily, the application of newspaper subscription is performed and the user can

make a change of contractual coverage etc.

[0068]However, it replaces with such newspaper subscription application screen HG3, and

may be made to put in a check to the newspaper publishing company and space which display

the name of a paper company, and the space name about a paper company in list, and wish

for them.

[0069]An application and change of newspaper subscription can be made also by filling in

space and sending by mail or a facsimile only from the display surface of the user terminal 6.

[0070]The user can operate the user terminal 6, can input the column (field) of readers' voice

to a paper company, a scoop photograph, a report, etc., and can transmit it to the information-

http://www4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-^ 5/10/2010
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from-newspapers host system 3. The information-from-newspapers host system 3 which

received them is distributed and transmitted to a paper company if needed. By this, the

newspaper publishing company can receive the contribution from a user, and can total a user's

claim or a request.

[0071 ]The user can demand the past information from newspapers SBK. In that case, a

required matter is inputted from the user terminal 6, and it transmits to the information-from-

newspapers host system 3. Based on the transmitted contents, the past editing processing

part 42 searches the information from newspapers SBK out of newspaper database DB34,

extracts required information, and transmits the information-from-newspapers host system 3 to

the user terminal 6 concerned.

[0072]The expense accompanying a user's newspaper subscription is charged directly to a

user's predetermined account timely according to contractual coverage. It is also possible to

perform to on-line pull down.

[0073]Drawing 12 is a figure showing the gestalt of recording-medium ST of the program for

realizing the electronic newspaper system 1 concerning this invention. Such a program is

installed in any one of the information-from-newspapers host system 3, the press system 4, or

the user terminals 6, or those two or more. Drawing 12 shows processing unit PS of an install

destination.

[0074]Main memory, RAM which were provided in processing unit PS as shown in drawing 12
,

Memory storage STAs, such as ROM or a hard disk, CD-ROM, Circuit point medium STCs,

such as a server or DASD tied with portable medium STBs, such as a floppy disk or a

magneto-optical disc, a network, or communication line STD, are available as a recording-

medium ST.

[0075]When recording-medium ST is portable medium STB, a program is read by the drive

device corresponding to the kind of portable medium STB, and is stored in memory storage

STA of processing unit PS, or loading is carried out on main memory, and it is executed. When

recording-medium ST is circuit point medium STC, a program is downloaded to memory

storage STA via communication line STD, or is transmitted timely and executed. A program

can be supplied so that it may operate under various OS's, a platform, system environment, or

a network environment.

[0076]ln the embodiment described above, it is possible to use various communications

protocols for communication between the information-from-newspapers host system 3, the

user terminal 6, or the press system 4. A personal computer, a workstation, a general purpose

computer, other various computers, or a device can be used as the information-from-

newspapers host system 3, the press system 4, the advertising company system 5, and the

user terminal 6. The contents of the whole electronic newspaper system 1 or the composition

of each part, the number, a database, or data or arrangement order and the contents of

http://ww4.ipdl.inpit.go.jp/cgi-b^ 5/10/2010
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processing, an order or timing, the contents of Screen HG, etc. can be suitably changed in

accordance with the meaning of this invention.

[0077]This invention is applicable not only to distribution of information from newspapers but

distribution of other various information.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] lt is a block diagram showing the composition of the electronic newspaper system

concerning this invention.

[Drawing 2] lt is a figure showing a newspaper publishing company database.

[Drawing 3] lt is a figure showing a newspaper database.

[Drawing 4] It is a figure showing a news flash database.

[Drawing 5] lt is a figure showing some contents of the data stored in an individual contract data

base.

[Drawing 6] lt is a figure showing some contents of the data stored in an individual contract data

base.

[Drawing 7] It is a figure showing some contents of the data stored in an individual contract data

base.

[Drawing 8] lt is a figure showing an individual newspaper database.

[Drawing 9] It is a figure showing the example of the newspaper screen displayed on the

display surface of a display.

[Drawing 10] It is a figure showing the example of the news flash window displayed when news

flash information is transmitted to a user terminal.

[Drawing 11] lt is a figure showing the example of the newspaper subscription application

screen displayed on the display surface of a display.

[Drawing 12] It is a figure showing the gestalt of the recording medium of the program for

realizing the electronic intelligence distribution system concerning this invention.

[Description of Notations]

1 electronic newspaper system (electronic intelligence distribution system)

3 Information-from-newspapers host system

4 Press system
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6 User terminal (user)

33 Data distribution treating part (transmitting means)

41 An editing processing part on the day (editing means)

43 keyword generation part (a means to give a keyword)

62 Display

63 Memory storage

DB34 Newspaper database (information database)

DB35 News flash database

DB37 individual contract data base (selection information storing means)

DB38 individual newspaper database (user compilation information storing means)

SBK Information from newspapers

SHS News flash information

SKC Newspaper contract code (selection information, newspaper publishing company

information)

TSM Space contract code (selection information, space information)

CKC Clipping contract code (selection information)

TKW Keyword (selection information)

SMN Space (space information)

CKN clipping plane (clipping information)

NW2 Network

ST Recording medium

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.ln the drawings, any words are not translated.

DRAWINGS

[Drawing 10]

[Drawing 1]
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[Drawing 5]

[Drawing 6]
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DB36i\ fflAK^A-^iBliSK 3 7 HfiffiA.

SfeA-^-XD B 3 7tA fflA8rl«T-:?iEfgg|I3

swrnWalA-^-xD B 3 8^', ffiffiSIt
<3ix£ 0

[0019] f-^l#»M32tl iStti/XfA
4fej;V7S$tt^XxA5 fcOlSTjiil£fTV\

SriWIffgSBS, iS«lfffiSHS, isit/JESr-^K
UKJMIt?.^ -eoiHC 77-ya-7 3U>^^

- jiff L , #ffP«±iyX *rJ±4i)>t>WMmm S

BS^SftASo LAU 77-yA-73 1i^W4
S^^tiSI t=5A, »rlWa^XT-^4ti3^T
WMffifg S B S OSflWI^'S-o i: S Cc , mmt^*

[00 2 0 ] il»lf«SHStt, Sf|^a^-rA4tt3

«iff^l> 0 tAA, #1R(A SffiMM*XbiyX^
a 3 fr^mrmt^x^^AitzmLxm^mmxm^^
h-\t£ frw 3tU i}S$g'|f|g S H S#£> & *ftAt*A£

[0021] "T—rmmmm? 3fa §tbbii**x b

y^fA3 b^-^^bh^mxmmivK
^'Sm* 6 £*T LTfflAffil'tfffiK S B ?rMfIt-S .

f7lJxiS'X7-^A-7 3 lfr^cr)94 S yAt^t
l 3&sv \ j-—rsss* 6 t,zfi^xmmmn%mm-h .

6 (± , smw^to^rr y ^r- iy 3 y^ t*

^

fl^fi^TAI. k , ffffl'tffB^X fy7fA3Ha
-if 6 izmmmfti*

m

l , r'^a 6 *>t sft^r

t < & t , fflAffBBffl^K s b zmi-t
h . MASrimf¥BK s B^flMAttc^o ^tl—ffSS

A 6 tc:*f LT iA ^ ASA6#A»P*lt*^
7)-y7fA3tMLtfAyn-l^f^ffiv ciii

t3M«LTffB«^xb^x^A3*A{IAfffflff«?
KSB^iMffASo
[00 22 li^ ?S^#i-ASA6^AffP*lf^
X b i/^fA 3 CTL-C^yn- FSAIrfioT^^
fflAffM'lf#K S B £m«A£ J: 7 {c LT t i i\ tl-

A^'^A^^ /b«t§^'£ffl^TfIAira««:K S

B SfIA *iAt {± , ^ ^s'^ /b«^i^^/Avn-HIf
*fi=v\ H^^v-b'^t'^AylAS J: o CtM±

[00 2 3 ] tA^ ;b«4tt?tTfflA*M'lf#K SBJf
fIA^*SAiA ^A>f ;b«ST"^nJl^^^ X^tf$B
^7>fiJLT ^-'A yt?- b'AS i 3 ^ LT t, i v ^ L , _am

L'lffg<?5^36«5fctA 1^ yn- bA tlTJ--A'^mtX L
Min ltAjtEAs fa*«mtz^mm.a^yn- bA^

[0024] £?t, A-^iefl^H^3 3(4, tl—fm
A6* 1A0fMW*A7fy7fA3 tSff§ ixS ffl9A*2

mf~9 D 37 1 — 3 , -e <7)flfi<7)A-^ ^ (iJ^A^ if

[00 2 5 ] ^-ifnayx^A4 ffPsmA-^^
—7D B 4 1 A , B, C---*i|ft(f^#i, -HlAA, Aff

Witt, BffHia, CffP?m---^i:AiffTSbst»TP*lffgS

BR a, SRSti, SBSc-^ittSilS.
[00 2 6 ] JSAttyXr-A 5tii:, JEA€rSWAI>lk
fcfifAwftOJEfef-^ K U K £IE« LfcJSA
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ti, ®^B6 i , ^16 2, n&mmmne 3

* t'^'flx ^ill> . lE'ltita 6 3 SfM7 T -f /kD

b 6 1 axx/mm? r a a d b o 2 % ai> „

[0027] a-«*6ii M^if. v^vt/kny

[0 0 28] ^•/f7-?NWl{;U 1

W2ttT. ^ffliUfJL CATVI, £fc{£

[00 2 9] 0 2 (iSfUHtt^r— —-X D B4U^t
El, H3i±ffllx-^-XDB3 4£^-tEL H4(±
affgr—^-^db3 s^t-gk 13 57^07
timfiA^^-^^-X D B 3 7 tcfgtt^tll, -r-
?D3 7 l~3cDft^—gP^^-Tll. H8i±jIAfflIB

aSHt-f^ftSMBHffiHGicoMfc^ll, Hi

tihmm.^A

y

F^HG2«M^^-ria. hi h±s*s
Kg 6 2«^ffit3^§ix^fflfflfffKFfia:^lfffiHG

[00 3 0] H2 fc^i 3 tc, ffWa^-^^-XD
B4 lt^tt^tl^ffPfltffgSBSii. f 1ISMN
1 . t^ISMN2 . g^ffiSMNS&t'cDild #
ssBSMNftt^tfe^T^s. mm (ttz\m) s

MNtU, it. fe^ffi. SfrM. HlSffi. x*°->y

[003 1 ] MISMNtll IE*1. IB* 2. IS*

[0032]*fc. 10«IB*KJD. 10«SffiSM
N. t^«l-3«ffP*lfffiSBS*\
x^/itt7rfM- 1* tcfgtt§ tiT v >& i, ft S *\

M. f^UHY IKOUt, ^ijy?^7KkX»

T H I/^-C^S a^ffi«iaeffi#:±^#ffi LX t i
M. ffi^o^TtlSI^T&S.
[0033] mmmms b sti ffm^'Mfzti& 0^

—XD B 4 lfgtt£ixfc»lt#SBS(±, m^^tb

[oo34]i^ H^(i*^L^#\ &mmmz&u

iSHSimmitf- 3"<.-XDB4 1 § ft . •£

«aiS<"^SfBW$g*X h yXfA 3 (Cfsil £ ft£ .

[003 5 ]H3tBi^. ^MacoirBB^-^-
X D B 3 4 £ (i . tmfflttCOSffflfi?« S B K ft

•cms. ffPsTif*sbkii st&to^1& <b ft& ifmm
ISBS, j3j;V^(7)#ia*K JD^-OMTi7)^r— 17—

[00 3 6 ] ifP*lf$8S B sti, «-SrMa^-Xf-A4

IB*K JD^rt^fcttJELT. =*-7-h'£j£gff4 3t
i:~3T£)iSt£ft&o

[00 3 7 ] ^-V-FKWiV&.&JjmbLX. M^CO
*SSfflMS;t /j^^T-fc & . x. if , IB*K J D £7)

y- F KWcr)tpfyt>mtRLX i> i v^ 0

[0 0 38] H4fcBW<:. aiS^-^^-XDB 3 5

-^iB'is^3 7 izMiztLfzm&frmizm^x . m&t
fzJ-~^flz\E<lzfrmZtiZ> 0

[00 3 9 ] i5tJ3l^T. fflASa^r-^D3 7 1

(i. ^H#^K I B.

.yt^mia-KCKC, ffifl±RSSSH J S , fci

[0040] ^M#-9-K I B(i, m^ifM^Xf-A 1 {Z

X SWffllBllE^^^WS^-bVX^att S Z. b COT

^ zikmizzi---? izH^tx6^T&& « mm^zi

[004 1 ] AffM^r?- h'fc it/B^ra^n- h*

# LS/L*f i S:^-T^- H TS> S . ^ U •/ b°y

«IWftf- t"x £ * LiiAZ-i; i: 2r^t"^- F Xfo h »

#ifmcr>mm± tz -v- b* kwt i ^iE*^Eft s-

[0042] mm±P5ISSH JStl ffW'tfM SBKtc

arififitsfi s h s wisfg?: * LS^^f^ fc Svt^s- h t-
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[0043] meizm^x, ia^t-^d37 2

(4, UStSH-fflA^JT-'-^D 3 7 1 tfcMT, IftS

^Kje-T4 «T"fe & „ HAig^r-^ D3 72I1 3g

[0044] RSMii ^ISfffiitOfT

$fiT**. -oi 0, SffifflffRSBKtov^

(4, *H-f-&aSM*ft^r-&. fEtS£ti*:«ffl(4, ISffl

[004 5] S7Ci)l^, flSA^-T— 3 7 3

a

5

iZ7Fctm/S2&}7—?D 371 t&^-c . ? y

>y h°> ^"fl^rj- K c k r j&''f&S3iut*|&<;: . f»S
»ft®£i£5^M> ^«-C"S>i>o tA^»f-?D 3 7

3(4. IM3-KKYC. ^'J •yb°y^»rj-KC

[0046] ^-V-VTKWtLZ. ^—"f^mt
smmcvmm it . «i & *®ffl-rzmmtti* tzgm-

rtMj r^fffij ^Mifio.. rgfg^j 33 itje

( rm^j r^«j
) . afcfi r^jij ti^m

[0047]i8tfel^, fflAffUBx-^^-XDB

^D3 7 1-3C^T, S B«ft»Iif4 lti^f
Bf-^^-XD B 3 4c7)4^^^#ltt,L

tf£^/;:#T

MffifB£ . -3-—fftt«fft L fz t eoffe § 0

[0048] fflAfrPsTlfffiK S Bi4. ttB^tS*^
fT*>fihmz^mvx mxmmmmksb^m
*u *^MAifr*ifffiKSB(4iffs§n^ 0 #
flASrM^- D B 3 8 ti4 , 1 H^fflASffiB
'|f$gKSB«^.^*#3X^ti.-g>o LttfoT, H-fHAfT

m^-^-xd b 3 8c7mmmm^ii& .

[0049] -t*^*,. jlAWM'IfffiK SBit
-tftow^ ML«isMNe±y; y y ey/i
ckn , ^K^tiWfoLtzffim%±hz--jv^x coia

[0050] «isMNta, mm-t&tmmz. m

t* fc"£»#r Ut«tf-|> - b iz X -?t . Ztit, coia*K

j Dcow^tt^ai^a, &mwuzmmzn?zmmm>

[00 5 1 ] 08 0^X14. Affftm«ia¥ 1 fc Bfffifl

a«ta* 1 1 ^M5ift i) s ti . m t $^

•CMS. * , IE* 2 to i> . AftBBtt^ia* 2

Bffwitt^ia* 2

1

^mss i: ^ti^tmrni

[00 5 2 ]
?ij7 ty/BC K N £331, vc ^ IffiS

MNtmt. #ia*tet^ L^frraawia«K j

d

K U K^IEg$ ftl> „ JSS-^—? K U K Sr <fOfflA

SfP*lffgK s B tiag-ri. - i: t i 0 . m^ffSffiiJE

[00 5 3 ] 119 tTK-TiffiHlMHG 1 (4. .x—tf'SIs*

bizm^titzmmyr-f^DBe-i mmmyr-i

"f ;P D B 6 1 t(4. ftPsI'lf b y^f^ 3 36^ eSIS

f5i* 6 tSfl^ tt^flAif ffl'lf#K S B

ai7T^I/DB6 2Cll aflliSHS(7)i

A$tMW« KSBfcj; V'a»lfm SHS*7 frMHSH
Git LX$5HZti&.
[0 0 54 ] H9tav^T, ffMBMHGl(4, ^-M
sMNiz^ymmzm^ti. u v^t-i.

^ 1 1 j; x -eit-eaoffiffl s m n «ia#K j d

^tii>, #ta*KJD(4. AMffiu *mmL. /j^m
t. ««jnit^ffitiBg§ns 0 ta*K jd(4. h
8 tTK^fflAfTPjfflfSK S BcDJltIEB£;!xTfl7K£ifx

[00 5 5 ] BffttoViT(4. -^it^^tl^lffft^

fftO«/J^ & tC MT i V ^ SMNCfc

laffK J D Z&jFitit&Zt&VZ h o »[f*S B S

\>zmPi^ £ tiX Uh \z(4 . ^«^^'H^ L 5r

M

[00 5 6 ] ESf-^KUKClo'UT, ifM
IfflHG 1 rt^FifSWfiSt. JSfeKUK 1

h» iSSKUKl[4, HSMNiltr^. fflM^X

[00 5 7 ] fit«IffiSMN^U^I.{:lt:,
M#'lff$S s H s #'A-? nf^li . ^<?)iliffi<7)^*tH

1 ot^-tillB^-f v ¥^uG2^m^tLh„ z\taz

i-ox, i-if(±. ilfgWfgSHS^A-^^^fc^^a

>& ? y «y ^^i> t . asiBH^^sn, -e ; tawit

[0 0 58] Sffi^-f >b'^HG2(4, flfe£?>ffiS

tfOHffi*1^§ t^ t S . J:Va-f3m* 6 £S
ifrLst i: # t . SSfBfffffiS H SA«A-5!t*^tl±SS$
ixS„ ^fc. M«'lf«SHS^_a/-c ^±I^t(4. El9t
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[0059] o t,Z, i-AfA SrMW#S B

j;vmrnsm shs £jl—r^ 6 A®A-Aai?A
S £ t AA^ S . Up t> , «A£AS WMfflfg SB S

(4. ^-fSWISUdHSMN. SffiKL

df-V— b*KWtO^TWt «T"fc S 6 . ^^'Itffi

[00 6 0] Uc^oT. f£*« J: o ^<£^AIf«£iI

D B 6 1 «A-^fiM£«£AS .

ifS-ffl^tfflAJflUW$BK S B £JIMA£ - b

A^MJ£A£AA£fg£A&#^-«7 7?iA UtSft

[00 6 2] 111 ll^tiat, SiA§>IB6 2CDSSA

ffiii^IAS8f-^D3 7 1 — 3£AtjAI>- bit

[0063] Hi 1 1=33 VVC . «TM!ffit#a^lIiffiH G
3T1A AfiSAK I Bfci^NMEfT)!^?

liSWlCi^T . mAA^-AO#MAI>iTPs!fcA
lasssMN^famii^atj

l

, iaaujjf9

y

b t 1

^A>l«ffi^MB£§A& . i2*mi^ffflAAAW>Sffifl

ifc /SfiiffiffiArt t (i . ttJ fffiifA i Affi

B^flftAA L , H'WA^BTi2*?>J7m.

£ itf'MJ* L , SflWS*tf3-bSKCtJj;AMI?

[0064] y* U >y t°> AI?^£fiA t ^{A
b KW«ff|td#MA^-^-bAASjU ilJn A y
BTi3*?ij7?ti,. A5&f&3tBA£A7j
tl.. JnfU^oT. ^A^ltA^A S&trffe'ft^fflK

-FTKWt LT^«£A-A
[0065] mmmmt^wthm^zii^ mmmt

nmcomiz r*j £atja&„ ^«*§a^

[0066]^, 1M3-FKYC(1 Sfffllflrc^

—nzMLx^^tih. @Af4«»&ucA. if

MitM^fl^JA FJ^ffi-Cif 3d t AAA , ft?*Ai fct±

§ . Bt«gS£*^AA 0 d i: A'AffiTA D

.

a. §tM«#*x b yZfA 3 iiffi5££ftfc WrMfcMA
frfflWfgK s B £fftj£U SKi-•fOT^-—*f'Sffi*6 iz

[00 6 7 ] dOj; 3 jl—^(4. J.-«*6tS
S^ftSSrlSIfSf^&^WffiHG3K, ffW!IM«*
ta^, ±s *v!m$}ft%<7y$8e&: fz^uizti art**

[0 0 68] Lj&»L. i«i;5=5:iTlMfllj!#a^HffiH

H^*rLT^-i-y^*AtLSi3l=LTt)J:U.
[ 0 0 6 9 ] ffM!»!%<?5* it^JgfA

6 fioa^ffi^^eo^-e* < , *Sffit-iaALT
SiMi (4 7 r ? ^ S U =5r t"TiM ^> d 1 1= i o T t fi= 3

[00 7 0 ] ^fe, ftA ^--Hf'4S5A6 ^Jlff

#^MttK*hr50g#^«o«a (H) . my**m. m
*=5:t"^A*L. ^A^fTPHl'lffg^Xb^XAA3tM
frr .& - 1 #A"S s „ ^^fit^»Tif

b

ZZMfirtZ Z b ^A"# S

.

[00 7 1 ] J.—f(A ^A^WMWfgS B K^S^t"

^*if^ASJ L . frM'tffg^x b y^fA 3 tMftt-

§TMit#*xb^xAA3(A mmztiizftmzm
~5x rc , ^xmmmM^ 2 wa-^-^-x d b 3

4^A^§fP*[f$8SBK£f^tU ^^rWffi&ftim
LT SfS-x-A'SA 6 tjMftAS

.

[ 0 0 7 2 ] ^--A'iOfTBBfllK.:^ h^oltm

[ 0 0 7 3 ] @ 1 2(±A^BJ!tfS-g>«AfTP*^XAA 1

AHT"*S „ ^-coJ: d 4Tn^7All STMfifSAx b

i/XfA3 , STPHm^XAA4, ^ii^-A'5§A6^
HftoloA t/::(4^A^^2oblA^. A'XB
-;k§A-& 0 111 2t±>f yxB-;^MSlP SS-

AAo
[0074] H 1 2 t^A± 3 tc. MSiPSCiit
A>;flA±^A RAM. ROM. ?L<ii^-br'-f
X^^ri:"c7)|S'li^gSTA ,

CD-ROM, 7n 7 h-
t*a^, m l < {iTeufia fx?* t*<?) s t
B. ^7b7-7fL< (iafSNfS S T D A^tf
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-sm t < (± d a s d& z<nrnmmmstc^ tan

[00 7 5] 15®SSE#c STt^«#cSTB Tt> &

^ -f ymmzi^xm^ia^ti. mmmp s wtEftis

ft. m^flh, IE«Iffi#;ST^'0||5feSI#cSTCT-fc

s tei± . ro

5

umwmikstd^u im.

[00 7 6] ±ta^»fi^ffit*3^T, SfMlfffi*

X b^X-f^ 3 .x— 6 ^(ifrWRt^XxA

4

-i t # h „ if»[ff$s^x h^x^ 3 . ffwia

jft&tttmmmfr. mm^m. m?. ^t±^4$

-5xm^gBtth ^. t tfT* h

.

[0077] ^wna. mmtimommwczK . m
com* comm^mm^mm-th z t s „

[0078]

[00 7 9] |f*iM2 is J:tf 5 ^BJt: J: a t , f

s 0

[Hffi<7)ffi#^Bfl]

[Hi ] ^wmz^hm^w^^j-^m^^r^

[02] ifltf-^<-XJitIti.^
[03] SffiBx-^-x 5:^tgt* a „

[04] iIfg-f-^^-X^^t-0T'*§ o

[05] MAI?»x-^-x(efMfo§ti£-r-?c7)ft

[06] fflAf2ftT-^-xtfgtt£^£-f-?Oft

[07] lA^ftf- ?^-x (cffittSixSf-^o^l
§E£Srt0Tfol, o

[08] fflAfrffl-f- ?^--x £T&tmvfo h .

[09] fS^il«Wl^ffi^l^£#i£iTPs1HM^M£

[010] rS5*^a»|ffg^'31fI$ti^ t §

[011] H^g««^®^7S§#iaffffl!»M*a

[012] ^Hg^ffismT'lfflSKfi^-fA^^ii!^

1 H^irMI^x-rA (iKHffffiff^x-riO
3 ffHB'tffg^Xb^XT-A

4 SfMtt^xxA

33 t'- ?mi (Mi^a >

4 1 S0feWlSP (

)

43 =*->7-h*^gB
6 2 m.^mw
6 3 lESSM
D B 3 4 ffBx-^^-X (fiffg^-^-X )

DB3 5 agfrr

D B 3 7 MAf^X-^-X ( SfXWffiStt^g

)

d b 3 8 iiAffBf:-^-x <jL—fmm^mm

SBK WP*lffg

SHS jSfg'lf*

SKC tTMS^n

-

h ( jgSKfifffL ifP«±ffl«

)

tsm mmmitoa-F mmmm. mmm&)
ckc 3v v\f>y'mm^~v ( mffitm )

tkw df-y-K (SfKfiPB)

smn mm (««»)
C K N ? U -y ( ^ U >y t^^tS# )

NW2 ^7b7-^
st ia««*

[010]
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[01 ]

a iTT IT M M

-?"<-**jfiTH

DB41 «Btr-»'

oo^oaoawTJ

li
J*

i
3" i

I (BO-
Si

(D4i (T>-i

* (D ID O
g D (D O-l

a s a m

«AS8»Jf-#*<-XEttSSItS5f-#«>rt«e3-SesRrH

D371 (DB3T)

KC<7

SfM7---#^-^€^r:a

PB34 ««]?

[04]
CKC - •? U j tfV-ySMa - K

[inn

P372<DB3f)

isikQ^—
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D373CDB37)

[09]

DB38 (BASfBlr -

] ~~L

iK*1 ( BSrM)

(MEM)
|

|j£»2 (BEtH)
|

<w—|-g u -j Lf y

y

[01 1 ]

KIB—

(BT11

A SiHI SllB ttS I A
u«m «n sat j—

/BT13

|v |tt|

M
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in
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